
This workshop explores ancient Greek warriors called Hoplites, their armour (the
hoplon or shield  in particular), battle tactics and  the historical
and mythological aspects of ancient Greek warfare.

B L O O D ,  S W E A T  &  S P E A R S

Are you brave enough to bear the shield and face the spears of the ancient Greek
Hoplites?
In this craft filled workshop students will make their own Hoplite shields. Students
will learn about Hoplite armour and the important role the Hoplites played in
ancient Greek city states like Sparta where free citizens served as Hoplites their
entire lives. Wielding their shields, students will engage in a historical re-
enactment of the Hoplite’s famous Phalanx military formation.
 
Through this workshop we delve into:  The development of ancient Greek warfare,
nature of Homeric and aristocratic warfare as opposed to hoplite values and
warfare as depicted in mythological contexts and historical accounts.

T H E  W O R K S H O P  P R O G R A M

TOTAL TIME: 1 hour 30 minutes
 
 INTRODUCTION (20 min):

 Introducing the hoplites and the hoplite panoply (suit of armour)  Students will
engage with original and replica artefacts of war.
 Learning about hoplon episeme (central shield design), exploring mythological
and symbolic shield designs and their significance to ancient warfare and
beliefs. 

 
HOPLON SHIELD MAKING AND DECORATION (40 min)
Based on knowledge accumulated during exploratory introduction, students design
their shields just like ancient warriors!
 
HOPLITE BATTLE TACTICS- THE PHALANX FORMATION (30 min)

Learning about the phalanx formation – its development, significance and use in
ancient Greek warfare (20 min)
Authentic student Phalanx re-enactment with shields. (10 min)

P R I M A R Y  A N D  S E C O N D A R Y  S C H O O L  P R O G R A M



Blood, Sweat & Spears workshops for Secondary school students  have a greater
focus on Object-based Learning, and link to the Year 7-8 Victorian Curriculum
ancient histories studies and VCE Classical Studies Design. 
 
OBL workshops provide students with the opportunity to handle and interpret
artefacts of war. Students will use senses of touch and sight to make a detailed
examination of these artefacts. Magnifiers will be provided for minute inspection
of details and accretions. Artefacts of war are examined alongside pottery as well
as separately in order to extend thematic conversations about warfare, mythology,
trade and technology.
 
By looking actively and closely at these artefacts students will explore:

The components and development of the Hoplite panoply (suit of armour),
weaponry and phalanx military formation.
Warfare as depicted in mythological contexts and historical events, using the
Trojan war as a case study.
The nature and ideals of Homeric warfare.
What makes a hero or a leader.
The mythological associations and symbolic value of the artefacts of war. 
War and trade at sea. 

 
Workshops encourage students to Explore: 

The socio-historical context of artefacts
Ideas expressed in classical art works/artefacts
Techniques used by classical artists/craftsmen to express these ideas
The relationship between the subject of an artwork and  its form

 
Key skills:

Analyse and evaluate the relationship between artefacts and their socio-
historical context-analyse the techniques used to express ideas in ancient Greek
art works and artefacts.
Draw conclusions and construct arguments about ancient Greek life, values and
realities by interpreting artefacts as primary sources 

S E C O N D A R Y  S T U D E N T S



Times and prices vary depending on the type of experience desired. Workshops can be
tailored to reflect specific themes and interests.  
 
For more information, or to make a booking, please contact the Hellenic Museum on 
8615 9016 or email education@hellenic.org.au

Workshops will:
 

Spur group discussion, collaboration, abstract and creative thinking and
metacognition. Students will exercise and develop their visual literacy
capabilities and communication skills, as well as a multi-disciplinary
appreciation of the ancient world.  Students will encounter and explore a range
of perspectives about artefacts, events and ideas.
Develop Students’ intercultural capabilities by exploring the values and culture
of ancient Greece. By looking closely at the remnants of ancient life, students
will develop an understanding of key ideas and events that shaped peoples’ lives
in ancient Greece and compare these to modern realities. 
By examining, interacting with and interpreting ancient Greek cultural materials
students will learn the important skills of drawing conclusions based on visual
historical evidence

W O R K S H O P  O U T C O M E S


